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To United Team, 

 

Recently, our company asked passengers to change their scale on United 

Express Flight 3411 from O’Hare International Airport to Louisville, Kentucky, to 

alocate four of our employees.  

As you could see, the result of a negative answer brought an unexpected situation 

from our team, which we try every day to prepare for every kind of question. For 

now, we are tooking the necessary steps so that the incident does not occur 

again. 

I believe there are a lot of lessons we can learn from this experience: treating our 

customers and each other with respect and dignity is one of them. And it is part 

of my job remember this no matter how challeging the situation. 

 

Sincerely, 

Oscar 

 

-- 

19. The Victim Stance – When criminals are held accountable for their 

irresponsible actions, they blame others and portray themselves as a victim. The 

world does not give them what they think is essential, so they view themselves 

as poorly treated and thus a victim. 

24. Failure to Assume Responsible Initiatives – The criminal declines to take 

responsible initiatives because, (1) responsible initiatives fail to provide the 

excitement and power thrust of forbidden activities, (2) they do not provide a 

guarantee of success and triumph, and (3) they are often afraid that accepting 

responsible tasks will expose their lack of knowledge and ineptness. 

36. Super optimism – A criminal’s mind works in such a way that a possibility or 

an assumption is an accomplished fact--an idea is a reality. If someone tells the 

criminal “maybe” he regards it as a promise. Anything that he or she decides to 

do is as good as done. The criminal uses cutoff to eliminate fear and doubt. The 

result is that as he or she approaches a criminal activity; the state of absolute 

confidence is reached. Superoptimistic, there is not a doubt in his mind. 

 

 


